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Abstract—In a microgrid, renewable energy sources (RES) ex-
hibit stochastic behavior, which affects the microgrid continuous
operation. Normally, energy storage systems (ESSs) are installed
on the main branches of the microgrids to compensate for the
load-supply mismatch. However, their state of charge (SoC) level
needs to be balanced to guarantee the continuous operation of
the microgrid in case of RES unavailability. This paper proposes
a distributed forecast-based consensus control strategy for DC
microgrids that balances the SoC levels of ESSs. By using the
load-supply forecast of each branch, the microgrid operational
continuity is increased while the voltage is stabilized. These
objectives are achieved by prioritized (dis)charging of ESSs based
on the RES availability and load forecast. Each branch controller
integrates a load forecasting unit based on long short-term
memory (LSTM) deep neural network that adaptively adjusts
the (dis)charging rate of the ESSs to increase the microgrid
endurability in the event of temporary generation insufficiencies.
Furthermore, due to the large training data requirements of the
LSTM models, distributed extended Kalman filter algorithm is
used to improve the learning convergence time. The performance
of the proposed strategy is evaluated on an experimental 380V
DC microgrid hardware-in-the-loop test-bench and the results
confirm the achievement of the controller objectives.

Index Terms—two times step ahead (2TSA), DC microgrid,
distributed consensus control, forecast based control, LSTM, SoC
balancing.

NOMENCLATURE

vrefi set-point voltage of the DC-DC converter.
vmg nominal voltage of the microgrid.
rdrpi virtual droop resistance in the primary layer.
ii output current of the DC-DC converter.
∆v maximum acceptable deviation of the voltage.
Pmax maximum power of the converter.
vmin minimum acceptable microgrid voltage.
Ts switching period of the DC-DC converter.
Hvol

i DC-DC converter internal loop transfer function.
Hvcl

i DC-DC converter closed-loop transfer function.
Emax

i capacity of energy storage system i.
vref voltage set-point for the DC-DC converter.
G(V, E) communication graph with nodes V and edges E .
N number of nodes in the communication graph graph.
aij weight of the edge between two nodes in E .
A adjacency matrix of graph G.
di in-degree value of node i in G.
D in-degree matrix of graph G.
v̄ consensus voltage vector of the nodes.
Gavg transfer function matrix of consensus protocol.

IN identity matrix.
Q steady state matrix of Gavg.
δvsoci SoC balancing correction term.
δvvi bus voltage regulating correction term.
Toutage ESS supply time after energy source outage.
P f1
gen first step generation forecast power.
Ef1

gen first step generation forecast energy.
P f1
Li

first step branch load forecast power.
Ef1

Li
first step branch load forecast energy.

Ef1
diff load/generation energy difference for the first step.

P f2
Li

second step branch load forecast power.
Ef2

Li
second step branch load forecast energy.

Ef2
L sum of the branches load forecast energy.

CLi load contribution factor of the branch.
pi,t time series data set for forecasting.
Xi,t time series instants for training the LSTM network.
mt number of ensembles in Xi,t used for training.
Ω(·) non-linear mapping of LSTM neuron.
Θ(·) mean pooling function.
θi,t the neural network weight vector.
εi,t observation error of the LSTM network output.

I. INTRODUCTION

REnewable energy sources (RES) such as wind turbines
(WT) and photovoltaic (PV) panels are the main subjects

of research due to the environmental issues and scarcity of
fossil fuels. However, the intermittent characteristic of RES
results in an imbalance between the power sources and the
loads, which affects the delivered power quality [1], [2]. For
the better management of the power quality and security
issues, energy storage systems (ESSs) are deployed in the
microgrids to compensate for the temporary mismatch of
supply and demand. Furthermore, in rural areas, where there
is no connection to the main grid, ESSs such as batteries
are deployed in large quantities as a solution for temporary
power stabilization during RES unavailability. ESSs have also
been used for critical loading, reliable reserve, and peak load
support [3].

The currently developed control systems are mainly con-
cerned with the real-time operation of the microgrid to com-
pensate for the disturbances. Based on this approach, the
unit commitment and energy management tasks are processed
centrally in the tertiary control layer of the microgrid, which
relies on a separate communication network. This separation
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between the real-time control layer and the energy manage-
ment layer limits the resolution of the optimization problems
that could be solved if these layers were integrated. As an
example, a single day-ahead energy forecast requires the
collection of data from smart meters for the previous days and
running the computationally intensive algorithms centrally to
predict the load. Considering the growing number of smart
meters and the amount of data required, this leads to major
scalability problems in the tertiary layer management, not to
mention the privacy and communication issues.

Distribution of the forecasting tasks to the local controllers
has been recently proposed due to advances in the area of
edge computing and distributed control systems, which has
enlightened new approaches to solving the energy management
issues in microgrids [4], [5]. For a distributed microgrid with
multiple sources, distributed control architecture is a natural
choice compared to the current centralized supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) based approaches. The main
advantages of distributed controllers are: 1) increased reliabil-
ity against controller failures; 2) distribution of computation
complexity, and 3) robustness in the control system [6]. In
the microgrids, distributed control and estimation are mainly
implemented in the secondary layer, due to the distributed
nature of the RES, and the limitations of the communi-
cation network. Optimal neighbor data sharing and multi-
agent consensus protocols are the problems of interest in the
proposed distributed strategies [6], [7]. Among the available
consensus protocols in the multi-agent systems, distributed
average consensus (DAC) is the commonly used one, in
which the agents agree on the average value of their shared
variables from an initial condition [1]. There are a number of
important applications for the distributed control systems, such
as in power systems [8], industrial automation [9], situational
awareness [10], drones control [11], and in self-driving vehi-
cles [12]. Decentralized control approaches are also reported in
several works such as [13]–[16]. They are mainly categorized
into two types, virtual resistance control [13] and impedance
control [16]. Virtual resistance droop control can only be
implemented in homogeneous ESSs, without the capability to
allocate different frequency components of loads. For example
in [13], a decentralized output constrained control algorithm
is proposed for single-bus DC microgrids. In [15], the authors
have proposed a decentralized controller which has removed
the need for an accurate model of the DC microgrid. However,
virtual impedance control is able to assign different frequency
components of the loads to specific ESSs [14], [16]. The
majority of the virtual impedance control methods are based on
filters such as works in [17]. Although decentralized methods
can solve the real-time control problems in a microgrid, they
can not be used in energy forecasting applications, which
require a reliable communication network.

Because each ESS can act as both a source or a load in its
charging and discharging modes, it is needed to be integrated
as part of the microgrid unit commitment solution. Energy
management of the ESSs during the microgrid operation is
mainly concerned with the stabilization of the state of charge
(SoC) levels at different times of the day. In a microgrid with
RES, the load and generation profiles are the main players

affecting the SoC of ESSs during the microgrid operation,
therefore, load forecasting is an essential step throughout
the design of the microgrid control strategy and its energy
management plan.

The main approach for ESS management is based on
keeping the ESSs fully charged to respond to supply failure,
disregarding the load behavior and generation forecast [18].
For centralized small size microgrids, this approach works
well, as the ESSs are managed centrally [18]. However, for
distributed microgrids with low inertia of the operating point
and the intermittent behavior of RES, ESSs are used to
establish voltage stability and accurate SoC balancing [3],
[19]. This needs a multi-objective control system to provide
the operating point stability, and optimal reserve endurability
when the distributed generations (DGs) are not available. The
multi-objective control problem must be resolved in real-
time, considering the scalability of the distributed system.
Additionally, since many RES such as PV panels and fuel
cells (FC) naturally generate DC, they can easily get interfaced
to a DC system [20]. DC microgrids, comparing to the AC
ones, require fewer interfacing circuits and also eliminates
reactive power and frequency constraints [21], [22]. These
fewer constraints lead to a simpler control system with energy
losses reduction [23].

Based on the mentioned requirements analysis for the DC
microgrids, a robust distributed control system is proposed in
this paper, which stabilizes the bus voltages of the microgrid
meanwhile balancing the SoC levels of ESSs adaptive to the
load and generation forecast of each main branch. Recently,
deep neural network models have become a feasible solution
for energy forecasting. Deep learning mainly refers to multiple
layers of neural networks being stacked, as opposed to shallow
learning, relying on stochastic optimization algorithms for
training. Several layers provide different abstraction levels that
can improve learning performance. In the proposed models,
the long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network
(RNN) has unique capabilities for time series sequence [24],
as introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [25]. This has
led to innovations in many areas such as speech recognition,
image captioning, and dynamic system modeling [26]. Long-
term load forecasting is used in power system infrastructure
planning, while short-term load forecasting is mainly used for
online real-time control of the microgrid operations [27]. Due
to the power of LSTM networks for time-series forecasting
problems, it has been used in the proposed architecture to im-
plement the distributed forecasting task in the local controllers.
The model has been optimally realized using Tensorflow Lite
from Google. Furthermore, due to the large training data
requirements of the LSTM models, the distributed extended
Kalman filter (DEKF) learning algorithm is used to improve
the prediction convergence time.

There is a considerable amount of research in the area
of short-term load and generation forecasting. In [28], the
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model is
proposed for intraday load forecasting. In [28], radial basis
function (RBF) neural network is used for the short-term load
forecasting. Authors in [29] combined the RBF neural network
with the adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
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to adjust the prediction by using the real-time electricity
price. In [30], the short-term day-ahead forecasting problem
is addressed based on a grid method combined with back-
propagation (BP) training of RBF neural networks. Authors
in [31] also proposed a neural network-based predictor for
very short-term load forecasting. The approach considers the
load values of the current and previous time steps as the input
to predict the load value at the coming time step. In [32],
an ensemble of extreme learning machines (ELMs) is used to
learn and forecast the total load of the Australian national
energy market. The proposed methodology not only made
use of the supreme ELM learning efficiency for self-adaptive
learning but also used the ensemble structure to mitigate the
instability of the forecasts. The k-nearest neighbor (KNN)
algorithm is also reported to be successful for load forecasting
in [30]. KNN is a widely used approach due to its com-
putational simplicity, however, training requires considerable
feature extraction work. Authors in [33] proposed a dedicated
input selection scheme to work with the hybrid forecasting
framework using wavelet transformation and Bayesian neural
network. In the pioneering work of [27], the LSTM model is
proposed for short term residential load forecasting, however,
the microgrid stabilization and the effect of energy forecast on
it was not considered.

The proposed control strategy has three components: 1)
primary layer virtual resistance droop control, 2) secondary
layer distributed consensus control for voltage offset correc-
tion, and SoC balancing of ESSs, 3) short-term load forecast
LSTM distributed learning adapter for predictive (dis)charging
of ESSs.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as
the proposal of the following items:
• A distributed consensus control system that stabilizes the

bus voltages co-designed to balance the SoC levels of
ESSs in a DC microgrid;

• Prioritized (dis)charging controller for ESSs based on
short-term energy forecast of the branches to achieve
higher endurability for the DC microgrid;

• Integration of the load forecasting unit in the secondary
control layer of the microgrid based on LSTM neural
network with DEKF learning algorithm;

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the state of art in energy forecasting methods
and shows the advantage of LSTM models for this purpose.
Section III introduces the components of DC microgrids.
The proposed control strategy is discussed in Section IV in
detail. Section V provides information about the proposed load
forecast adaptation method and the prioritized (dis)charging
logic. The training of the distributed LSTM forecasting models
is then described in Section VI. The experimental results for
the case study microgrid are demonstrated in Section VII.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. ENERGY FORECASTING METHODS IN DIFFERENT
HORIZONS

Different factors affect the forecasting performance thus
making such prediction a sophisticated process. Among these

factors, the forecasting horizon is the most important deci-
sion parameter, which is the future time duration for output
forecasting [40]. The main types of forecasting horizons
introduced in the literature can be categorized as [41]: very
short-term, short-term, medium-term, and long-term.

1) Very short-term forecasting: Very short-term forecasting
is used in power system and smart grid planning with the
prediction period from seconds to several hours min [42].

2) Short-term forecasting: This is the most common hori-
zon chosen in the electricity market, where decisions comprise
of economic load dispatch and power system operation. It is
also useful in the control of renewable energy integrated power
management systems, therefore in this paper, short-term load
forecasting is selected for the ESS SoC balancing problem.
Generally, the temporal horizon is between several hours to
seven days [40].

3) Medium-term forecasting: Medium-term forecasting
spans up to a month ahead as being in this category. It
is essential for maintenance scheduling of conventional or
solar energy integrated power systems consisting of high-
end transformers and different types of electro-mechanical
machinery [40].

4) Long term forecasting: Long-term forecasts predict sce-
narios for a month to a year [40]. Such a prediction horizon
is suitable for long term power generation, transmission,
distribution and solar energy rationing [43], as well as seasonal
trends prediction.

A. Energy Forecasting Methods

The collection of energy data over time results in time se-
ries. These time series are stochastic by their nature, therefore
deterministic model-based methods such as model predictive
control (MPC) lack the suitable performance required. Time
series provides statistical information to foresee the nature
of the quantified element. These observations are generally
recorded overtime at successive points in regular intervals
[44]. The main established time series prediction techniques
are [41], [45]: exponential smoothing, autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) and autoregressive integrated moving av-
erage (ARIMA), RNN, radial basis function neural network
(RBFNN), and LSTM neural network.

1) Exponential smoothing: The exponential smoothing
method or exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
is a technique that adopts exponential window function for
statistical analysis of historical time series data to make
predictions. The technique was first formulated by Brown [44]
and has since seen many applications. Generally, it allocates
an unequal set of weights over equal weights to historical
observations, thereby exponentially reducing the data from the
most recent to the most distant data points.

2) Autoregressive moving average model (ARMA): ARMA
is a time series statistical analysis frequently used in forecast-
ing. The model has been evaluated by many researchers in
different applications of forecasting (solar and wind forecast-
ing) and it has consistently performed with good prediction
accuracy. The model incorporates two polynomials: AR and
MA for forecasting from historical data [35].
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE ENERGY FORECASTING METHODS IN TERMS OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY, DATA REQUIREMENTS, OPTIMIZER OPERATION,

AND THE EVALUATED FORECAST HORIZON.

Forecasting Method Computational Complexity Data Requirements Optimizer Operation Evaluated Forecast Horizon

Exponential Smoothing [34] Very Low Equally Spaced Samples Centralized hourly

ARMA [35] Low Equally Spaced Samples Centralized monthly

ARIMA [36], [37] Low Equally Spaced Samples Centralized hourly

MLPNN [38] Medium High Resolution, Noise Free Centralized monthly

RNN [24] High High Resolution, Noise Free Centralized daily

RBFNN [39] Very High High Resolution Distributed monthly

LSTM [27] High High Resolution Distributed weekly

3) Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA):
ARIMA is also known as the Box-Jenkins model and was
developed by George Box and Gwilym Jenkins in 1976 [37].
ARIMA model is an extended version of ARMA and it is a
popular time series analysis technique as it supports a standard
level of forecast accuracy for short term horizon. Moreover,
this model can clip non-stationary values from the analyzed
data. Its structure consists of autoregression (AR), integration
(I), and moving average (MA) to evaluate and predict time
series characteristics [36].

4) Multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLPNN)):
Many researchers treat the MLPNN model as a benchmark
[38]. It is a technique for elementary and effective artificial
neural network (ANN) approach to designing and prediction.
It is so powerful that this network is used in universal ap-
proximation, nonlinear modeling, and complex problems that
cannot be solved by an ordinary single-layer neural network
[38]. Generally, MLP is a composite of three or more layers of
incoherently activating nodes. Therefore, it can correlate the
input and output relationship through learning.

5) Recurrent neural network (RNN): RNN is a class of
ANN that can learn and process different relationships as well
as computational structures. This network provisionally relies
on time series data by the feedback system to inherit the
previous time step values; demonstrating temporal dynamic
characteristics. The model has a simple structure with a built-
in feedback loop, which allows it to act as a forecasting engine.
RNN output of the concerned neural layer is summed with the
next input vector and fed back into the same layer which is the
only layer in the entire network. The applications are versatile
ranging from speech recognition to driverless cars.

6) Radial basis function neural network (RBFNN): RBFNN
is a quicker and better approach to machine learning than other
ANN approaches. Hence, it is used in approximation, time
series prediction, classification, and system control [39]. The
structure uses radial basis functions as activation functions.
This network generally has two layers. The characteristics are
merged with the radial basis activation function in the first
layer, and then the output of the first layer is used to compute
the same output in the next time step.

7) Long short-term memory(LSTM) neural network: The
LSTM neural network is a type of RNN. As mentioned, RNNs
use previous time events to inform the later ones. RNNs
work well if the problem requires only recent information to
perform the present task. If the problem requires long term

dependencies, RNN doesn’t provide the required performance.
The LSTM was designed to learn long term dependencies.
It remembers the information for long periods. LSTM was
introduced by S Hochreiter, J Schmidhuber in 1997 [25].

Due to the following advantages of LSTM deep learning
model, it was chosen in this work to solve the forecasting
problem:

• LSTM models are proven to have superior performance
when there are long term dependencies in the forecasted
times series.

• As LSTM models are deep neural networks, the feature
analysis is automatically done through the learning pro-
cess, therefore, it has an easier application and less error-
prone.

• LSTM neural networks support distributed training using
the DEKF training algorithm. Therefore it enables its
integration with distributed control tasks that work over
the neighbor communication system.

The comparison of different forecasting methods is sum-
marized in Table I. We have chosen the short-term forecasting
horizon due to the following reasons:

• The secondary and tertiary control systems for micro-
grids are usually operating at a high speed, therefore,
the energy forecasting horizon can not be very long,
otherwise, the adaptiveness of the control parameters to
the transient in energy supply and demand would be lost.
Therefore, from the control system performance view-
point, either short-term and very short-term forecasting
horizons should be considered.

• The (dis)charging cycles of energy storage systems in a
microgrid take place with a time duration of several hours
to several days. This is because their capacity is often
large and for maintenance and storage health reasons,
their (dis)charging currents are limited to increase the
lifetime of the energy storage systems.

• The renewable energy sources such as wind turbines
and PV panels are intermittent sources dependant on the
weather condition, temperate and other environmental pa-
rameters. Most of these environmental parameters exhibit
dynamics in several hours to a few days. Therefore, it
is required to prioritise the (dis)charging of the energy
storage systems based on the forecasts for the same time
duration.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a solar DC microgrid with batteries and PV panels.

III. RADIAL DC MICROGRID COMPONENTS AND
CONFIGURATION

The schematic of a solar DC microgrid is shown in Fig. 1,
which consists of battery ESSs, PV panels, and loads. PV
panels are connected to the main bus through a voltage
controllable boost converter, working in maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) mode. The DC loads are connected to the
bus through a voltage controllable buck converter and are
considered as constant power loads (CPLs). The battery ESSs
are connected to the system by DC-DC bidirectional converters
and are used to compensate for power mismatch between PVs
and loads to regulate the bus voltage.

Conventionally, droop control provides proportional power-
sharing among multiple ESSs. The primary control for ESSs
satisfies:

vrefi = vmg − rdrpi ii (1)

where vrefi is the set-point voltage of the DC-DC converter,
vmg is the nominal voltage of the microgrid, rdrpi is the virtual
droop resistor, and ii is the output current of the DC-DC
converter. To achieve proportional power-sharing, the virtual
resistance is designed based on the following equation for an
individual DG:

rdrpi =
∆v

Pmax/vmin
(2)

where ∆v is the maximum acceptable deviation of the micro-
grid voltage, Pmax is the maximum power of the converter, and
vmin is the minimum acceptable microgrid voltage. Commonly
a 5% deviation is an acceptable threshold [1].

The secondary layer effect on the voltage output of the con-
verter is then adjusted by introducing voltage correction terms
for each control objective to equation (1). In the next section,
the structure of the secondary layer control is introduced.

IV. SECONDARY LAYER CONSENSUS CONTROL

In this section, the mathematical model of the secondary
control layer for the DC microgrid is developed. First, the
voltage correction terms for the control objectives, voltage
regulation, and SoC balancing, are introduced, along with the
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+
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Internal Current Controller of DC-DC Converter

Fig. 2. DC-DC converter model for interfacing batteries to DC microgrid a)
converter circuit, b) block diagram of the internal controller.

related SoC dynamics for the batteries. Second, the average
consensus protocol for bus voltage regulation is developed.
Third, the cooperative control for SoC balancing is developed,
and the small-signal stability analysis is described. In the end,
the proposed online deep learning framework for load forecast
based secondary layer control adjustment is introduced.

A. Modified droop control for battery systems

DC-DC converters operate at a high PWM (pulse width
modulation) switching frequency with at least one switching
interval delay (i.e., Ts) in the current control (CC) mode. In
Fig. 2, the diagram of the converter interfacing batteries to the
DC microgrid is shown, in which the bus voltage regulation
dynamics is designed as an outer-loop between the output
voltage of the battery vrefi , and the local bus voltage vi. The
transfer function for the internal loop is given by Hvol

i .

Hvcl
i =

Hvol
i

1 +Hvol
i

, Hvol
i =

Gv
i

sCi(Tss+ 1)
(3)

Therefore, the local bus voltage closed-loop transfer func-
tion of the DC microgrid is given by:

V = HvclV ref (4)

A first-order model is used for the battery per-unit energy
level charging and discharging:

˙SoCi = − viii
Emax

i

(5)

where Emax
i is the battery charge capacity of the ES system, vi

is the bus voltage and ii is the converter current. It is assumed
that converter loss is negligible.

In the secondary layer control, the voltage reference (vref )
for the DC-DC converter is set by the modified droop control
with two correction terms for each bus controller with battery
ESSs, as the following:

vrefi = vmg − rdrpi ii + δvvi + δvsoci (6)

where δvsoci is the SoC balancing correction term and δvvi is
the bus voltage regulating correction term.
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B. Average consensus for voltage regulation

The secondary layer ES control agents are connected via
a sparse communication graph G(V, E), with nodes V =
{1, . . . , N} and edges E . Each graph node represents an ES
system and the graph edges represent communication links
between them. (i, j) ∈ E if there is an information flow
between node i and node j. The neighbours of node i are
given by Ni, where j ∈ Ni, if (i, j) ∈ E . The graph adjacency
matrix is given by

A = [aij ] ∈ RN×N , aij =

{
1, (j, i) ∈ E
0, otherwise (7)

The communication graph Laplacian matrix is given by
L = D − A, where D = diag {di} , and di =

∑N
j=1 aij is

the in-degree of the communication network. G describes only
the communication network between battery ES controller
systems. The graph is bidirectional, meaning that each battery
ES system can both receive and send information on the same
link. Through the communication links, the local consensus
controller computes the average values of state variables based
on the information from its neighbors j ∈ Ni. Assuming that
the microgrid contains N ES systems, including N battery
systems. The average consensus protocol of each battery local
bus voltage through the graph G is:

v̄i = vi +

∫ ∑
j∈Ni

aij (v̄j − v̄i) dt (8)

where v̄i is the local bus voltage estimation . Therefore, the
{v̄i} are exchanged in the communication network between
battery controllers for local bus voltage average consensus
protocol. The global dynamics of the distributed average
consensus protocol are given by:

v̇ = v̇− Lv (9)

Applying the Laplace transform yields the following transfer
function matrix for the average consensus protocol [1]:

Gavg =
V
V

=
s

(sIN + L)
(10)

V and V are the Laplace transforms of v and v, respectively.
For a balanced communication graph with a spanning tree,

the steady-state gain of the average consensus protocol is given
by the averaging matrix:

lim
s→0

Gavg = Q,where [Q]ij =
1

N
(11)

The final value theorem shows that for a vector of step inputs,
the elements of x(t) converge to the global average of the
steady-state values vss:

lim
t→∞

v(t) = lim
s→0

Gavg lim
t→∞

sv = QVss = vss (12)

To maintain the average battery local bus voltage at the rated
value vmg, a PI controller is used. Then, the local bus voltage
correction term in (6) is then computed as:

δv1i = Hi (vmg − v̄i) , Hi = kv̄P i +
kv̄Ii
s

(13)

where Hi is the PI controller, kv̄P i and kv̄Ii are proportional and
integral PI gains, respectively. This PI controller regulates the
average value of the local bus voltages of the battery DC-DC
converter output to the rated microgrid voltage. Thus, the bus
voltage offset from the primary droop control is compensated.

Another consensus control balances the SoC level among
the batteries. The data of {SoCi} are exchanged between
neighboring ESSs. The correction term δvb2i in (5) is defined
as:

δvb2i = Gb
i

∑
j∈Ni

aij (SoCj − SoCi) , G
b
i = kSoC

Pi (14)

where kSoC
Pi is the control gain of the SoC cooperative

balancing control.

C. Small signal stability analysis of the control system

The output currents of the ES converters is derived from
multiplying the bus voltages with the bus admittance matrix,
constructed based on the line and load impedances:

I = Y V (15)

The total SoC level dynamics is summarized in vector form
based on (5):

E = MY V, M = diag{− vmg

Emax
i s

} (16)

The total multi-variable form of the closed-loop secondary
and primary control system dynamics is then described as the
following, derived from equations (6), (13), (14), and (16):

V =
(

(Hvcl)
−1

+
(
GbLM + rdrp

)
Y + HGavg

)−1

(17)

((H + IN)vmg) (18)

where Gavg is the transfer function of the voltage average
consensus protocol; vmg is the nominal microgrid voltage,
Ynet is the microgrid grid admittance matrix, IN is an N ×N
identity matrix.

V = [V1, V2, . . . , Vp]
T
, rdrp = diag

{
rdrpi

}
H = diag {Hi} ,Hvcl = diag {Hvcl

i }
G = diag

{
Gb

i

} (19)

To analyze the stability of the total dynamics in (17), it is
assumed that the microgrid voltage reference voltage is:

vmg = (vmg/s)1N (20)

where 1N ∈ RN×1 is the vector with all elements equal to
one. Using the final value theorem, the steady-state values
of the total microgrid dynamics are derived. By defining the
steady-state total bus voltage vector, vss, the final value is:

vss = lim
s→0

(
s (Hvcl)

−1
+ s

(
GbLM + rdrp

)
Y + sHGavg

)−1

((sH + sIN)vmg)
(21)

Based on the work in [1], it can be shown that:

The final steady state value : 〈vss〉 = vmg (22)
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V. PREDICTIVE (DIS)CHARGING OF ESSS BASED ON
LOAD/GENERATION FORECAST

The primary and secondary layer control strategies de-
scribed in the previous sections can maintain the first two
control objectives (i.e. voltage offset compensation and balanc-
ing SoC of ESSs), without the resiliency considerations in the
event of generation disconnection. Now this question must be
answered: How to increase the time duration for the microgrid
to continue its operation without any generation supply. The
answer is in the reliability and resiliency of the microgrid.
This time duration is dependant on the SoC of the batteries
and the load profile on branches. As the exact instant of time
for generation outage is unknown, the mathematical model of
the resiliency should be independent of this instant. Therefore,
in this paper a load forecast based approach is proposed to
increase the endurance time of the microgrid based on the
following non-restrictive basic assumptions:

Assumption 1. The microgrid is based on a single bus
architecture and has a radial load distribution on branches.

Assumption 2. The capacities of the installed ESSs on the
main branches are known to the forecasting adapter unit of
the distributed controllers. By knowing the capacity, the outage
time can be computed as Toutage = 10h, which is the time that
the ESS supplies the branch on which installed after the supply
outage. For example, a 1 kWh storage for a branch with a peak
load of 100 W leads to Toutage = 10h.

Assumption 3. Each ESS distributed controller has access to
the load prediction for all of the branches in the microgrid.
DGs are connected to the single bus architecture via a
branch, therefore, the controllers have access to the generation
forecast, additionally.

The load/generation forecast is predicted based on LSTM
deep neural networks due to their advantages, discussed earlier.
The amount of training data gets large when all of the
controllers broadcast their information to the other controllers,
which increases the burden on the communication network sig-
nificantly. Therefore in the next section, a distributed learning
algorithm is proposed that is based on a DEKF learning model
with the neighbor communication.

By knowing the load/generation forecast for each branch
of the DC microgrid, a dynamic program can be formulated
which prioritizes the (dis)charging of ESSs based on the
corresponding load forecast of the branch. In this paper a two-
time steps ahead (2TSA) programming method is proposed for
the dynamic programming of the ESSs. In the first time step,
the distributed controllers compute the excess power or supply
shortage of distributed generation based on the generation
forecast of each branch. Then, the controllers distributively
compute the (dis)charging prioritizes based on the second time
step prediction and will adjust the SoC balancing distributed
controller accordingly. For the simplicity of the presentation,
a daily time step is assumed for the results section. In the
following, the mathematical model of the prioritizing function
is developed.

The variables used in the proposed 2TSA dynamic model
are defined in Table II. The programming model consists of

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES FOR THE PROPOSED 2TSA DYNAMIC

PROGRAMMING MODEL.

Variable Definition

P f1
gen, Ef1

gen First step generation forecast, power and energy

P f1
Li

, Ef1
Li

First step branch load forecast, power and energy

Ef1
diff Load/generation energy difference for the first step

P f2
Li

, Ef2
Li

Second step branch load forecast, power and energy

Ef2
L =

∑
Ef2

Li
Sum of the branches load forecast energy

CLi =
E
f2
Li

E
f2
L

Load contribution factor of the branch

two steps, excess/supply shortage energy calculation step, and
the (dis)charging prioritization based on the load forecast in
the second step. In the first step, distributed LSTM models
provide the load forecast and the generation of the branches.
This information is available at every distributed controller
because LSTM training was run distributively, according to the
learning framework provided in the next section. Therefore,
the variables P f1

gen, Ef1
gen, P f1

Li
, and Ef1

Li
are computed for the

first step. Knowing the generation and load energy forecast, the
different show how much energy is available for (dis)charging
the storage in the first step:

Ef1
diff = Egen −

∑
Ef1

Li
(23)

The objective is now to assign this energy difference to the
ESSs, to increase the endurabiliy of the microgrid, in the event
of generation failure. Therefore, a load contribution factor

is defined, CLi =
E
f2
Li

E
f2
L

, that forms the basis for prioritized
(dis)charging of the ESSs. The priorities are ordered from the
branch with the highest load contribution to the branch with
the lowest load contribution, in the second step:

Enew
maxi =

CLi × E
f1
diff + SoCi × Eold

maxi

Ef1
diff +

∑
(SoCi × Eold

maxi)
(24)

The new calculated value for the maximum SoC of the ESS,
adapts the parameter Emax

i in equation (5):

˙SoCi = − viii
Enew

maxi

(25)

Then, the proposed secondary layer SoC balancing con-
troller distributively regulates the balanced charging of ESSs
with the new priorities, defined by the Enew

maxi . The new outage
time, Toutage is re-calculated with the new SoC condition for
each branch, according to Assumption 2:

Toutage =
Pmaxi

SoCi × Enew
maxi

(26)

Results in Section VII provides the analysis on the priori-
tized SoC balancing for a case study 380 V DC microgrid.
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VI. DISTRIBUTED LOAD FORECAST BASED ON LSTM
DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS

At each node i, the load forecast LSTM predictor sequen-
tially receives {pi,t}t≥1 , pi,t ∈ R, and matrices, {Xi,t}t≥1 ,

defined as Xi,t =
[
x

(1)
i,t x

(2)
i,t . . . x

(mt)
i,t

]
, where x(l)

i,t ∈ Rp,∀l ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,mt} and mt ∈ Z+ is the number of columns in Xi,t.
pi,t is the sampled load power/generation power, and Xi,t is
the sampling timestamps used for training the LSTM network,
which changes with time t, as microgrid operation continues.
In this paper, a daily sampling timestamp set ({0, 1, . . . , 24})
is used, but a longer or shorter training set can also be used, for
example weekly or monthly. In this network, each node i aims
to learn a certain relation between the desired value pi,t and
Xi,t signals. After receiving Xi,t and pi,t samples, each node
i first updates its belief about the relation and then exchanges
an updated information with its neighbours. This information
exchange helps faster training and results in a more accurate
model, due to collective training of the multi-agent system.
After receiving Xi,t, each node i estimates the next signal
pi,t+1 as p̂i,t+1. Based on pi,t+1, each node i calculates the
loss function loss (pi,t+1, p̂i,t+1) at time instance t+ 1.

Fig. 4. Distributed LSTM neural network structure for each node. LSTM
units learn the time series sequences with their internal recurrent feedback
path and memories.

The data flow chart in the layers of the LSTM neural
network is illustrated in Fig. 3. The input layer consists of
convolution and pooling layers for feature extraction. At first,
the input data are injected as multidimensional time-series into
the neural network. The convolution layer applies different
filters to the input data and the pooling layer compresses
the output of the previous steps using mean pooling. LSTM
neurons learn the history output from previous layers by their
internal recurrent loops. Finally, the output is derived for the
predicted time series in the next time step. Mean pooling or
average pooling layer performs down-sampling by dividing
the input into rectangular pooling regions and computing the
average values of each region in the input matrix.

Each node i generates an estimate p̂i,t using the LSTM ar-
chitecture. The LSTM network architecture without peephole
connections is used in this paper. The input Xi,t is first fed
to the LSTM architecture as illustrated in Fig. 4, where the
internal equations of the neural network are given in [47].

Given the outputs of LSTM for each column of Xi,t, shown
in Fig. 4, the estimate for each node i is generated as:

p̂i,t = wT
i,tyi,t (27)

where wk,t ∈ Rn is a vector of the regression coefficients
and ȳk,t ∈ Rn is a vector obtained by taking average of the
LSTM outputs for each column of Xk,t, i.e., known as the
mean pooling method, as described in Fig. 4.

By simplifying this model in Fig. 4 with the LSTM equa-
tions in [47], the following nonlinear state space form for each
node i will be derived:

ci,t = Ω
(
ci,t−1, Xi,t, yi,t−1

)
yi,t = Θ

(
ci,t, Xi,t, yi,t−1

)
θi,t = θi,t−1

pi,t = wT
i,tyi,t + εi,t

(28)

where Ω(·) and Θ(·) represent the nonlinear mappings per-
formed by the consecutive LSTM units and the mean pooling
operation as in Fig. 4, and θi,t ∈ Rnθ is the neural network
weight vector. Furthermore, εi,t represents the error in obser-
vations and it is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with
variance Ri,t. The DEKF algorithm is used for distributed
training the LSTM network. DEKF was proposed for dis-
tributed learning of neural networks and has a higher learning
performance and a faster convergence rate comparing to the
commonly used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method.
The details of the DEKF training method are discussed in
[47].

Due to the choice of short-term energy forecasting horizon,
the predictions models are only valid for the same time dura-
tion chosen for the horizon. Therefore to have a robust control
system that is able to continuously stabilize the microgrid and
prioritise the (dis)charging of the energy storage systems, the
prediction models should be built regularly at the end of the
last forecasting horizon. This operation consists of data collec-
tion and re-training of the LSTM deep neural models, which
provides robustness against the prediction model uncertainties
due to the short-time forecasting horizon.
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Fig. 3. Data processing flow chart in the LSTM neural network [46]. The input layer consists of convolution and pooling layers for feature extraction. At
first the input data are injected as multidimensional time-series into the neural network. The convolution layer applies different filters to the input data and the
pooling layer compresses the output of the previous steps using mean pooling. LSTM neurons learn the history output from previous layers by their internal
recurrent loops. Finally, the output is derived for the predicted time series in the next time step.

LSTM 
Prediction 

Models

ESS
Priority 

Calculation

ESS 
DC-DC 

Converter

Industrial 
Network Collection of 

Energy Consumption and 
Production Data

Short-term forecasts

DC Microgrid

Distributed Controllers Measuring
Voltage and Current of Buses

ESS (Dis)Charging Controller Unit

Consensus Protocol

Fig. 5. Summary of the operations in the proposed distributed forecast-
based consensus control system. The ESS controller unit consists of three
components: LSTM prediction models, ESS (dis)charging priority calculation,
and the ESS interfacing DC-DC converter.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the performance of the proposed control strategy,
we have used a 380 V data center DC microgrid real-time HIL
test bench with 5 buses as the main branches. The test bench
consists of the dSPACE real-time simulators (SCALEXIO and
MicrolabBox), and the Internet of things (IoT) embedded con-
trollers for each bus of the case study, which run the forecast
based control tasks. Load and generation forecast models are
optimized using ”Tensorflow lite for microcontrollers” deep
learning framework released by GoogleTM. Load forecasting
models are developed in Python programming language, and
Keras deep learning interface is used for online training of the
LSTM models using the DEKF algorithm.

In this setup, a Raspberry Pi computer with the supporting
communication modules for the gateway operation is used.
This gateway receives the data from the measurement nodes
via MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) protocol.
Thingsboard® software implements the MQTT broker, which
is used for data archiving and processing. By using the
mentioned protocols and devices, the microgrid control system
cost becomes considerably cheaper than other smart metering
technologies such as IEC 61850. The architecture of the test

bench and the communication graph is shown in Fig. 7. The
laboratory setup is also shown in Fig. 6.

PV Source

Batteries Loads

Line

Resistance

Digital Twin

R1

R2

R4

R5

dSPACE SCALEXIO Real-Time Simulator

Simulink 

Desktop 

Real-Time

Control 

Task 1

Control 

Task 2

Control 

Task 3

Control 

Task 4

Control 

Task 5

TCP/IP

R3

Neighbour Communication

DC Microgrid Real-Time Simulation

Fig. 7. Real-time simulation architecture of the distributed controllers with
neighbor communication graph, and the 380 V DC microgrid.

On each bus, a 400 Wh battery ESS is installed with the
nominal maximum power at 400 W that leads to nominal
Toutage = 1h, according to the calculation in Assumption
(2). Furthermore, to show the effectiveness of the prioritized
(dis)charging method, the maximum load of each bus is
different as shown in Table III. Also, the initial SoC of ESSs
is set to different values (i.e. 80%, 90%, and 100%) as shown
in the same table. Line and controller parameters are also
provided in Table IV.

The microgrid is emulated for three consecutive days using
the real residential sample PV data from 11 July to 13 July
2014 of the UK Power Network [48]. The PV generation
forecasting LSTM model is trained by the whole month data
of July 2014 from the same source.

For this experiment, the whole month of July 2014 is
used for the training, testing, and validation. The forecasting
horizon was decided to be three consecutive days, and the
dataset is divided into 80%, 10%, and 10% for the LSTM
model training, testing and, validation purposes, respectively,
and the data selection for each subset was done randomly.
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Distributed Controllers

DC Microgrid
Real-Time Simulators

IoT-Based 
Controller

𝒖𝒊𝒙𝒊 

𝒋=𝟏,𝒋≠𝒊

𝒏

ෝ𝒙𝒋

Fig. 6. Laboratory HIL test bench used for the performance analysis of the proposed forecast based distributed control strategy. The test bench consists of
dSPACE real-time simulators (SCALEXIO and MicrolabBox), and IoT embedded controllers for each bus of the case study, which run the forecast based
control tasks. Load and generation forecast models are optimized using ”Tensorflow lite for microcontrollers” deep learning framework released by Google.
The embedded controllers are based on the Seeduino development boards with ATSAMD21G18 32-Bit ARM Cortex M0+ CPU.

TABLE III
MAXIMUM LOAD POWER OF EACH BUS AND THE INITIAL SOC OF ESSS.

Bus Number Constant Power Load (W) Initial SoC (%)
1 110 80%
2 120 100%
3 120 80%
4 130 100%
5 120 90%

The load profile dynamics are generated following the total
load profile from the same source to allow testing different
transient conditions. For each day, the total load of the buses
increases from 20% to 100% and then decreases from 100%
to 20%. This allows testing the performance of the proposed
method during peak load and low load values in the daily
forecast horizon. Fig. 8 shows the PV generation and the
load power. To highlight the advantages of the proposed
control strategy, the experimental results are derived in two
configurations:
• Configuration A: Traditional droop control, which is a

decentralized method commonly used for comparison.
• Configuration B: Proposed forecast based distributed

control system using LSTM energy forecasting method.

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE DISTRIBUTED CONTROLLERS

FOR THE HIL SIMULATION.

Rdc 10 Ω kSoC
Pi 5000 kv̄P i 500

Ldc 7 µH r 0.2533 kv̄Ii 10

The microgrid is emulated for three consecutive days with
the initial Emaxi of 400 Wh for the first day as outlined in
Table III. On the third day, the PV source is disconnected and
the microgrid continues its operation only by the battery ESSs.
The disconnection happens after 12 hours.

In configuration A, only the droop control system stabilizes
the microgrid, in which the local droop controller acts based

on local measurements only. The results for configuration A
are shown in figures Fig. 9, Fig. 11, and Fig. 13. As can be
seen in Fig. 9, the ESSs run out of energy between 14h to 19h
on the third day, one by one. This is due to the disconnection
of the PV sources at time 12h.
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Fig. 8. Case study PV generation and total load profile. The total load profile
was generated as a multi-step one to better show the response of the control
system to disturbances such as fast load switching.

After the ESSs are depleted, the branch is switched off,
therefore the voltages drop to zero as shown in Fig. 11. The
output power of the ESSs is also shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 13.
It can be observed that there is a voltage offset of 1 V from
the nominal 380 V due because of the droop controllers.

The results for configuration B, the proposed control strat-
egy, is shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 12, and Fig. 14. In this strategy,
Enew

maxi of the second day, are calculated using equation (24),
based on the third-day forecast of distributively trained LSTM
models. As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 13, the proposed
prioritised (dis)charging has changed the power balance in the
second and third day, to increase the priority of bus 4 ESS
for getting charged with a higher rate than the others. This is
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because the load on bus 4 is higher comparing to the other
buses. Also the charging rate of ESS at bus 1 is decreased due
to the lower load comparing to the buses 2, 3, and 5.
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Fig. 9. Configuration A: SoC of ESSs. After the PV outage in the third day
at 12h, the ESS has run out of energy from 14h to 19h.
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Fig. 10. Configuration B: SoC of ESSs. After the PV outage on the third
day at 12h, the ESS has run out of energy from 18h to the following day.
This shows how the prosed forecast-based control increased the endurability
of the microgrid in cases of a supply outage.
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Fig. 11. Configuration A: Voltage of buses. There is a large voltage offset
of 1 V from the nominal 380 V due because of the droop controllers. The
voltage becomes 0 after the branch ESS has run out of energy.
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Fig. 12. Configuration B: Voltage of buses. The voltage offset is considerably
lower comparing to the droop controllers, less than 0.1 V (90% less). The
voltage becomes 0 after the branch ESS has run out of energy.
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Fig. 13. Configuration A: Injected power of ESSs with the local droop
controllers.
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Fig. 14. Configuration B: Injected power of ESSs with the proposed forecast
based control system.

On the third day, it can be seen in Fig. 10 that the
ESSs run out of energy after 18h. This is because of the
prioritized (dis)charging method that has distributed the PV
energy on the second day based on the load forecast of the
third day. Furthermore, the voltage offset is considerably lower
comparing to the droop controllers, less than 0.1 V (90% less).
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The voltage becomes 0 after the branch ESS has run out of
energy.

The increase in the continuity of the microgrid operation
confirms that the resiliency and the endurability of the mi-
crogrid are increased by at least 4 hours of longer operation
after the fault on PV generation. Furthermore, the voltage of
the microgrid is stabilized with lower offset comparing to the
decentralized droop control system as shown in Fig. 11 and
Fig. 12.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A novel distributed load forecast based control for DC
microgrids was presented in this paper. The proposed control
strategy achieves the following objectives:
• Stabilizing the bus voltages co-designed to balance the

SoC levels of ESSs in a DC microgrid.
• Prioritized (dis)charging controller for ESSs based on

short-term energy forecast of the branches to achieve
higher endurability for the DC microgrid.

• Integration of the load forecasting unit in the secondary
control layer of the microgrid based on LSTM neural
network with DEKF learning algorithm.

The load and generation profiles are predicted using LSTM
deep learning models. Due to the large training data require-
ments of LSTM models, DEKF distributed learning algorithm
is used to improve the prediction convergence time. Hardware
in-the-loop real-time simulation results confirm the validity
of the proposed control strategy for an islanded 380 V DC
microgrid. The proposed 2TSA algorithm can get enhanced
by considering different ESSs characteristics, in the future.
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